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Abstract: High Concentration Photovoltaics (HCPV) require an optical system with high 
efficiency, low cost and large tolerance. We describe the particularities of the HCPV applications, 
which constrain the optics design and the manufacturing techonologies. 

1. Introduction 
Minimizing energy cost (€/kWh) is necessary for the success of concentrated photovoltaic energy (CPV). Key to 
minimizing this cost is an efficient and low cost optical design, goals best met with the fewest elements and the 
maximum tolerances, but always maintaining the high concentration (>500) that offsets the cost of expensive high-
efficiency multi-junction solar cells [1]. CPV optical systems have usually only two stages (Primary and Secondary 
Optical Elements, or POE and SOE, respectively). This is because as the number of stages grows, the system 
becomes more complex and less efficient and as the number of stages reduces the concentration and the tolerance 
decreases. The POE is the first element intercepting the incoming solar energy. It is thus an element having a 
relative large area. The SOE is a smaller element which is either reflective or refractive. 

Comparing to other optical components in other applications, CPV optics has two main singularities: (a) the 
cost targets constrain dramatically the fabrication technologies, and (b) the non-linear electrical performance of 
series connected solar cells affects the merit function for tolerancing. 

2. Manufacturing technologies 
Manufacturing technology is a key issue when dealing with optical concentrators for CPV. A proper choice on the 
technology and materials employed in their manufacturing process may lead to cost-effective systems. The 
manufacturing technologies for CPV concentrators can be clearly divided into those for the POE and those for the 
SOE. 

The POE cost is usually given in $/m2 and is in the range of 50-75 $/m2. Because the high number of 
requirements on this element (high efficiency, low cost, weatherability, UV resistance, stability, etc) there are only 
few manufacturing technologies available among which the most used are: Fresnel lenses made of PMMA (Fig. 1 
right), Silicone-on-Glass (SoG) Fresnel lenses, and evaporated mirrors (Fig. 1 left). Generally speaking, regarding 
POEs, mirrors provide higher concentration capability than Fresnel lenses for two reasons. First, since there are no 
light rays exiting the Fresnel lens form the optically inactive facets (those facets joining adjacent refractive active 
facets), which causes an increase of the angular spread of the deflected ray bundle. Secondly, lens materials suffer 
from chromatic dispersion (so light rays are deflected in slightly different directions depending on their wavelength), 
which causes an additional increase of the angular spread. Therefore, both effects are producing an apparent increase 
of the transmitted étendue, which lower the concentration capacity. In spite of this advantage offered by mirrors, 



Fresnel lenses present several key optical and practical features affecting the system cost that make them preferable 
as POEs, hence making Fresnel-based concentrators a preferable solution at present. This include the higher long-
term reliability of Fresnel lenses, the higher sensitivity of mirrors to manufacturing error, and the usual shading of 
the receiver (usually facing downwards). 

PMMA Fresnel lenses for CPV are being manufactured using three techniques: (a) PMMA injection molding, (b) 
hot-embossing of PMMA plates, and (c) hot-embossing of PMMA films that are later laminated onto a PMMA 
plate. The injection molding technique is particularly adequate when the designed Fresnel lens is not flat, but the 
vertices corner radii are larger than with the other techniques. The main advantage of embossing is the ability to 
produce large volumes of large area lenses at a lower cost than that obtained through injection molding. In the 
embossing process for Fresnel lens manufacture, the master can be either flat (stamper-based method) for the (b) 
case in which a plate is embossed or cylindrical (roller-based method) for the (c) case in which a film is embossed. 
On the other hand, SoG lenses are composed of a superstrate of transparent glass and, attached to it, a thin layer of 
silicone with the printed facets performing the refractive function, preferably produced by casting. Despite SoG 
Fresnel lenses do not suffer from warp as PMMA ones do (mainly due to water absorption), they present an 
important practical drawback. As the silicone has a much larger dependence with temperature of the refractive index 
than the PMMA, and moreover the different CTE of glass and silicone produce deformation of the Fresnel facets 
when temperature varies, producing an increase of the size of the focal spot [2]. 

Regarding the SOE optics, its cost usually is in the range of $0.5 to $1.5 per part for SOE’s in the 15-20 mm 
diameter range (and this depends on the cell size used), and implies typically about 25-50 $/m2 of the POE optical 
aperture. Refractive SOEs (as the one shown in Fig 2) are usually manufactured in glass (plastics do not stand the 
high radiation for long). Reflective SOEs are manufactured either by glass molding (when the reflection is TIR) or 
by metal stamping and bending (for metal reflectors). 

Fig. 2. POE and SOE elements of the Fresnel Kohler (FK) configuration proposed by LPI [5] 

Glass molding technology, which is the one used in automotive industry to make the lenses for projector 
headlamps, conforms a glass in a mold and it is cooled until solidified. The surface finish (i.e. the roughness of the 
surface, which will produce light scattering) of the molded part is good enough for CPV applications without post-
polishing, the required surface figure and finish is much less restrictive and normal molding with low cost glasses 
can be done since the surface finish obtained as extracted from the mold (without post-polishing) is enough. 
Alternative, silica glass made by a sol-gel process has recently developed by Evonik [3]. The material experiences 
noticeable shrinkage in the process, but the shape of the final part can properly be controlled. 

3. Tolerances 
3.1. Concentration acceptance product 

A useful way to characterize the tolerance of a CPV optical system is through its acceptance angle a. This angle is 
the maximum incidence angle at which the cell in the concentrator unit produces 90% of the on-axis power. It must 
be stressed that the acceptance angle must be defined in terms of the electrical power produced by the cell drops to 
90% of maximum, not in terms of the light impinging on the cell. The reason for this is that the modern high-
efficiency CPV solar cells are made of three junctions, which are series connected, each one sensitive to a band of 
the solar spectrum, and they are sensitive to the spectral nonuniformities of the irradiance. This means that if the 
concentrator produces different irradiance distributions for the three bands (due to chromatic dispersion produced 
when using refractive optics), the electrical power generated by the solar cell can be significantly lower than in the 
case when the same amount of light is received but they are properly balanced. Fig.3 shows the results in [4] of the 
modelling of the angular response of two concentrators combining optical simulations with electrical simulation 



(using a finite element discretization of the cell). One of the selected concentrators is the flat-Fresnel PMMA lenses 
with the classical inverted-truncated pyramid (ITP SOE, while the other is the FK (shown in Fig 1), a best-in-class 
design proprietary of LPI [5]. While the ITP homogenizes the light illumination by multiple TIR reflections, the FK 
uses the Köhler integration principles using freeform optics [6][7]. Both concentrators have the same concentration 
ratio, but the FK outperforms the ITP. The difference in acceptance angles, if it were defined using optical 
efficiencies, is significant (±1,14º vs. ±0.98º), showing the FK is superior in light collection. However, it becomes 
dramatic when defined in output electrical power (which is what counts), i.e., comparing module electrical 
efficiencies (±1.04º vs. ±0.52º). This is due to the fact the FK produces a much more uniform spectral irradiance on 
the cell than that caused by the Fresnel+ITP concentrator. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of angular relative curves for FK concentrator (in blue) and ITP concentrator 
(in pink) for: optical efficiency, short circuit current (Jsc) and module electrical efficiency (from left to right). 

Despite its definition the acceptance angle affects not only to the tracking system tolerance but to the total 
tolerance available to apportion among the different elements of the system: (1) shape errors and roughness of the 
optical surfaces, (2) concentrator module assembly, (3) array installation, (4) tracker structure finite stiffness, (5) 
sun-tracking accuracy and (6) solar angular diameter. Each of these items can be expressed as a fraction of the 
tolerance angle, so that all together comprise the tolerance budget. 

The tolerances of shape errors and roughness of optical surfaces depends on the type of optical surfaces 
(reflective or refractive), and the number of them, but this last dependence is not in direct proportion: as proven in 
[8], the effect of slope errors in a given optical surface must be weighted by the ratio of the concentrator acceptance 
angle to the local acceptance angle of the transmitted ray bundle at the surface. This implies that the slope error or 
roughness at an SOE surface is much less critical than at a POE surface. 

A good merit function for a CPV optic architecture is the concentration-acceptance product CAP [1], which is 
defined as CAP2=Cg sin2a. Here Cg is the geometric concentration, defined as the ratio of concentrator aperture area 
to solar cell area. For a given concentrator architecture, the CAP is rather constant with Cg. This stresses the 
importance of choosing an architecture with high CAP, as the FK, no matter the Cg we want to work with. 
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